"T. W." Mystery
Mark Solved
By Stephen Smith
and Chuck McKittrick
"Chuck, I think we might have hit on
something here. I'm intrigued by what I've
spotted on this stein," were the words that
echoed through Chuck McKittrick's library
a short time ago. Steve Smith was looking
at the scenes on a 9 / i " tall, blue porcelain, Va-liter beer stein which Chuck had
just handed him. He had a strange feeling,
because earlier in the same day he had
telephoned Mike Wald in New York and
had purchased the very character stein,
"The Duererturm" (ECS No. 416), which
was represented in the small multicolored
ad on the left side of the stein he was
holding.

That question will have to be answered by
the reader, as it wasn't answered that day,
due to the discovery of the information
p o s t e d on one ot ihe eipnl jnu)tt-co)ored
mini-advertisements shown on this porcelain stein. There were ads for a jeweler,
baker, w a t c h m a k e r a n d n u m e r o u s
clothiers in Nürnberg.
The first ad, located on the left side, immediately caught Steve's eye, for pictured
there was the "Duererturm" along with the
initials "T.W."! (See photo no. 2.)

The full description of the writing on the
advertising panel is reproduced below:

Nürnberger
Thurm-Seidel
1/2, 1/1, 2-1/2 Ltr.

1

Chuck had invited Steve over to view his
collection. Shortly after Steve had reiterated Mike Wald's telephoned verbal desire
to have Gambrinians send him pictures of
any character steins that weren't in the
Encyclopedia of Character Steins, Chuck
reached up and handed him the light blue
stein and asked if it (photo no. 1) qualified
as being a character of a kiosk. (Webster
defines a kiosk as: a small structure, open
at one end or on more sides, used as a
newsstand, bandstand, entrance to a subway, etc.).

turned the stein over and saw in a multicolored print-under-glaze not only a 'T.W."
mark (a " T " over a "W"—mystery mark
buJ a)so we name oi wha) we now
assume to be the manufacturer: 'Theodore Wieseler"; his type of business:
"Glasmanufakt."; and the name of the
town: "Nurnbg."; along with the words
"Gesetzl. Geschützt" (design protected).
See photo No. 3.

(Picture of Stein)
T
Gesetzl. Geschützt
W
Verkäuflich in den besseren
Glashandlungen
(The last two lines roughly translate as:
"Purchasable in the better glass shops.").

At this time Steve reminded Chuck that
"T.W." was one of the "mystery marks"
(No. 18, in fact), that his previous S.C.I,
chapter, Erste Gruppe, had published in
their newsletter and Prosit had republished on page 120, March 1971, No. 23.
As Steve continued to study the stein,
Chuck, who had been reviewing his inventory records, looked at the page with the
kiosk stein's information and announced
that his records indicated (he bought it
from John Kent in 1959) that it was marked
'T.W." on the bottom. Steve excitedly

After much discussion, Chuck and Steve
are of the opinion that in all probability Mr.
Wieseler was either the manufacturer of
these and other similarly marked tower
character steins, or the promoter or
distributor of these as souvenirs, having
them manufactured for his firm by artisans elsewhere in Germany. Perhaps the
lids were fashioned by F & M/N (see Prosit
no. 57, p. 596), there in the same city. In
either case, we consider the name behind
these two mystery marks solved: T.W. =
Theodore Wieseler of Nuremberg.
However, the discovery of this blue porcelain advertising stein also raises several
questions by itself. Could it have been
manufactured (ordered) as a "give away"
for the eight firms advertised on it? Are the
other seven ads legitimate; and did \neir
shop owners have to pay Mr. Wieseler oneekjhth, or more, of the production cost of

Key to Cover Illustrations
Upper left: Villeroy & Boch (Mettlach)
stein no. 1578, 4.5 Liters;
Upper right: Oktoberfest beer-wagon on
the Theresien-Meadow in Munich, in
front of the Bavaria statue (photo
courtesy of Lowenbrau Bier);
Lower left: Design details of the Mettlach
"Dombecher," i.e., "Cathedral Beaker,"
fundraiser for Cologne's cathedral;
Lower right: The Cathedral of Our Lady in
Munich (photo courtesy of Dr. Sol A.
Mednick).

the stein? These questions may never be
answered, but S.C.I, members could look
over their collections to try to answer the
question: "Are there any other beer steins
with similar advertising copy that might
solve some of our mystery marks?" With
Chuck's help, Steve now has at least three
mystery mark solutions to his credit and
the sharing of stein information among
collectors is what both consider to be the
main value of S.C.I, and it's publication,
Prosit.
)

Chess Anyone?
By Ann Barton
In a previous PROSIT my father wrote an
article about The Archbishop's Tankard, a
pewter flagon from the 18th century,
which belonged to the Archbishop of
Mainz. The stein was replete with cartouches and a bishop's mitre, indicative of
the profession of the owner and the people he served (PROSIT no. 60, June 1980, p.
679)

The Jack Heimann
Service Award
Nominations are in order for the second
annual Jack Heimann Service award. The
principal requirement is that of service to
SCI—greasing the wheels, keeping the
machine running, whatever one wishes to
call it. It is not necessary to know a
Musterschutz from a Mack truck; what is
wanted is that the nominee has helped to
keep SCI a going and growing concern,
has been a leader and has contributed his
or her effort to our organization. (Please reread the guidelines published in the
March 1981 issue of PROSIT, page 766.)
Previous nominees, and still eligible, are
Fredlein Schroeder, Joe Durban, Vera
Christy, Lotti Lopez and Ridge Scott. But
surely there have to be some additions to
the list. Send your nominations, with a description of why you feel the person is
eligible, to:
Upper Midwest
Society of Steinologists
P.O. B o x 651
M e n d o t a MN 5 5 1 5 0

Embedded coin in tankard's bottom
The "Bishop" and "King" Flagons
Several months ago, on one of our "antique and junkyard" weekends, we stumbled on an auction in the middle of
nowhere and were amazed to find another
flagon of similar vintage. As one can see
from the photos, several of the cartouches
match that of the Bishop's flagon and
several new ones appear. The present
flagon stands taller than the first and in
place of the mitre is a king's crown. The
hallmark on the handle has been worn
down to an unidentifiable state. The
rosette (which is the sign of quality
pewter) appearing in the base has been
replaced by a coin. Only a few letters are
legible on the perimeter of the coin,
although the face on the coin is quite prominent. The flagon has been confirmed to
be of the same vintage of the first (mid18th century) and due to similarities of the
cartouches probably originated in central
Germany.

While driving home with our prize it suddenly dawned on me that we had the start
of an unusual chess set, i.e., a king and a
bishop, and the conversation centered
around how we would acquire the other
pieces needed. We would like to enlist the
aid of SCIers in either locating more of
these regal tankards or finding out more
about the coin on the base of the flagon.
It's your move!

Pewter cartouches

The Toasting Cup
By J. Joseph Hersh
The evolution of the "Toasting Cup" can
best be described through photographs
since there is scant literature available on
the subject. At the present time a rash of
antique reproductions are flooding the
market and require careful scrutiny on the
part of the collector-buyer. In my case a
modern reproduction was the key in unravelling the mystery of the symbolic "Toasting Cup" which is synonymous with the
wedding feast.
Figure 1. shows my silver-plated reproduction of a 17th century "Double Cup," as
seen in Figure 2. The "Double Cup"
original and its modern reproduction are
alike in many respects and demonstrate
the decorations best when the cup is in
the inverted position. This inverted position demonstrates the reason why the
"Double Cup" was also called the "Wager
Cup," since when betting on the speed of
downing a strong liquor, the inverting of
the container is the proof that the contents are drained.

Figure 1.

Doc J o e ' s Mirror

Figure 4.
stability to the overhead small cup and it
was not the intent to use it for holding liquor.
Figure 4. is also an unmarked sterling
silver "Toasting Cup" and here we see a
complete deviation from the previous cup
w h i c h s i m u l a t e d its 17th c e n t u r y
ancestors. Here we have two distinct cups
which can stand firmly when either one is
inverted. The smaller cup is engraved Dotty and the groom's cup, Jim. An example
of this type of "Double Cup" was seen in
the "Silver in American Life" Garvan Collection from Yale University. The Garvan
specimen was not a true "Toasting Cup"
since both cups were of the same size and
fused at the center. The cup seen in Figure
4. could have evolved from the Garvan cup
and I assume that the two cups in Figures
3. and 4. are American silver of early or
mid-19th century.

Figure 3.
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Figure 3. is an unmarked sterling silver
"Toasting Cup." It is similar in appearance
to the 17th century "Double Cup," but
when inverted shows the sign of a lover's
affection in the two hearts situated in the
waist portion of the cup. The names Linda
and Stan are engraged on the large cup
and can be read when the cup rests in the
inverted position. The engraving of both
names on the large cup may be coincidental but both in this cup and the 17th
century "Wager Cup" there is a lack of

Figures.

Figure 5. is a silver-plated cup of German
origin and is pre World War I, based on its
markings. That this is a "Toasting Cup" is
by assumption only. The relief decoration
shown in this photo and slightly enlarged
in Figure 6. demonstrates a relationship to
the 17th century "Double" or "Wager Cup"
in that the art work is appreciated when
the cup is in the inverted position.
"Wager Cups" were popular until the end
of the 18th century. Fine examples were
seen in England, Holland and Germany.
We hope we have demonstrated the influence of the "Wager Cup" on the
development of the more romantic
"Toasting Cup"—an example of which
will certainly make an interesting addition
to any collection of drinking vessels.
References:
Old English Plate, by Wilfred Joseph Cripps.
Dutch Silver—From the Renaissance Until the
End of the 18th Century, by J.W. Frederiks.
Silver, by Jessie McNab (Cooper-Hewitt
Museum).

Convention Survey
Results
The t w o principal activities of SCI are the
publication of Prosit and the sponsorship
of the annual SCI Convention. Just as the
Editor and the many contributors to Prosit
continually work to improve an already excellent publication, so too do host chapters work hard for periods of 18 to 24 months to put together an SCI Convention better than all those preceeding. The most recent effort was in Boston, where Les
Whitham and his committee produced a
super event. But our Boston hosts are likely to agree that a great convention, besides good times and memories, is also a
base on which to build for the future.
With this in mind, newly-appointed SCI
Convention Coordinator Ron Heiligenstein of Milwaukee circulated a hastily
prepared members survey at the Boston
Convention. The intent was to gather sufficient information from those SCIers that
traditionally attend, to guide in the planning of future conventions. Following are
the results of that survey: 9 0 % or more of
the responding members feel indentification medallions, quality door prizes, an
auction, the stein display and security
room, and the hospitality suite are very important convention features. The members don't mind bus rides, unless they run
longer than 30 minutes, at which point
member acceptance drops off to 6 0 % .
7 0 % to 8 0 % of SCIers prefer 4 stein lectures and have no problem with the convention running into the July 4th weekend.
An equal number express a preference for
the convention site to be in a central part
of the country, with the desirability of a
downtown location vs. a suburban or resort area a toss-up. 7 0 % of responding
members feel the Saturday dinner-dance
is important, but many suggested it be
"less formal." Only 5 0 % feel the "auf Wiedersehen" Sunday breakfast is an important event.
Regarding costs, slightly over half of the
SCIers don't think the Early Bird Dinner
should be part of the over-all convention
package. Only 4 0 % are willing to "pay-up"
for a quality convention stein, although
6 0 % also didn't want a "cheapie." Conclusion: a more reasonable approach to convention steins is acceptable to control rising convention costs.
There have been many comments in recent years regarding a "mini convention
package." Those responding to the survey
are evenly split on the need for a mini
package, but 7 5 % say they would prefer
one very good meal a day in an attempt to
contain costs rather than two ordinary

meals. Clearly, there is a strong interest in
quality food and drink, even though 6 0 %
of those responding agree that some
members stay away from conventions due
to cost.
Concerning organized events, 7 5 % to
8 0 % of responding members felt the
chug-a-lug, costume and singing events
were important, while 6 0 % said they
would enjoy a dance contest. Only 1 8 %
were interested in organized golf and 11 %
in tennis.
Finally, only 3 0 % of those responding
have an interest in a post-convention trip.
Nevertheless, 9 5 % expressed strong interest in holding another convention in
Germany, subject to specific details. This
response was the most universally
positive in the survey. How well we all
remember!
In conclusion, while the above can't be
considered a scientific survey (a George
Gallup, Heiligenstein is not), 225 questionnaires were handed out and 131 were returned—and the members have made
their feelings known as stated above.
Members not in attendance in Boston who
also wish to make their feelings known are
urged to write to: R o n H e i l i g e n s t e i n ,
S C I C o n v e n t i o n C o o r d i n a t o r , P.O.
Box 789, Milwaukee Wl 53201.

Questions and Answers
Reader John Hamilton from Iowa inquires
whether the pre-1860 and post-1860 stein
lid hinges shown in Ron Fox's article on
page 786 of the June 1981 PROSIT, illustration " D , " refer to all types of steins or to
faience ones only.
Author Ron Fox replies: Yes, the differentiation is generally true for steins of all
types, and is not restricted to faience.
While minor variations do exist and are
found from time to time, the generally accepted change-over from one hinge style
to the other, as illustrated, occurred
around 1860.
(Ron Fox will be happy to answer your beer
stein questions; just send your inquiries to
PROSIT.)

